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Stock photo.  Not real physics.  Not a real physicist.  

Only female in the top 100 image search results.



Why does this matter?

Let’s look at our own workplace.
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TVC

Hello exponential decline… 

https://www.google.com/search?q=exponential+decline&espv=2&biw=1440&bih=828&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj2_aje5b_OAhUSzWMKHSEZCJYQ_AUIBigB#q=exponential+decline&tbm=isch&tbs=ic:trans&imgrc=yAHNTooqK8ulrM%3A


SEAKIR eng



The problem is massive and industrywide.



(NPR, Planet Money)

http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2014/10/21/357629765/when-women-stopped-coding


What the *&^% happened

in 1984?

(NPR, Planet Money)

http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2014/10/21/357629765/when-women-stopped-coding


Kids saw these ads on TV.  And parents buying their kids computers saw these ads.





Not to oversimplify, but—

there is probably a causal chain connecting TRS80 ads, 

Weird Science and Revenge of the Nerds to our dismal 

SWE gender numbers and GamerGate.



Portrayal matters.



In CS, representation in mainstream media mattered.

Nowadays Google = mainstream media.



Things have gotten a lot more complicated since the 80s… 
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Training data are harvested

Algorithms are programmed

(ranking, inference, collaborative 

filtering, sequence synthesis, 

DeepDream, … )

Media classified, filtered, aggregated or generated



People are programmed
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Training data are harvested

Algorithms are programmed

(human learning, “small data”)
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People are programmed

Training data are harvested

Algorithms are programmed

“Generalized filter bubble”
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People are programmed

Training data are harvested

Algorithms are programmed

So many unintended consequences!

The system can be evil even when no single part is… 

Media classified, filtered, aggregated or generated



People are programmed

Training data are harvested

Algorithms are programmed

… and this diagram will need to be revised again when 

we achieve AGI.

Media classified, filtered, aggregated or generated



Wondering about your own programming? 



Wondering about your own programming? 

You can interrogate it… 

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html 
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Wondering about your own programming? 

You can interrogate it… 



Wondering about your own programming? 

You can interrogate it… 

I.e.: If you are a good and decent person, you probably 

won’t like what you learn.



Implicit biasunconscious



1. Explicit bias

2. Implicit bias

conscious

unconscious



Type 1: explicit bias.  Something (I think) we should take a stand on.  

Does exist in our industry (see 4chan).  But probably not the main 

problem for us within Google.



Type 2: implicit bias.



Type 2: implicit bias.

Important, worth interrogating.



Type 2: implicit bias.

Without mindfulness it will affect your behavior.



Type 2: implicit bias.

But :

We need to acknowledge we all have it.

The thought is not the crime.

As much a symptom as a cause.



Type 2: implicit bias.

But :

We need to acknowledge we all have it.

The thought is not the crime.

As much a symptom as a cause.

Doing “guilty mental yoga for the privileged” to try to “pass” 

the test won’t fix the world’s problems.

And implicit bias is probably not even our biggest issue… 



1. Explicit bias

2. Implicit bias

conscious

unconscious



1. Explicit bias

2. Implicit bias

3. Latent bias

conscious

unconscious



1. Explicit bias

2. Implicit bias

3. Latent bias

conscious

unconscious

systemic



Type 3: latent bias.



Type 3: latent bias.  (It must have an official name—?)



Type 3: latent bias.

Suppose google.com favors pages most linked to / clicked on?

Suppose Googlers pay closer attention to more senior Googlers?

Suppose Android bugs are prioritized based on Nexus product feedback?

Suppose FaceNet is trained mostly on white people?



Type 3: latent bias.

Suppose google.com favors pages most linked to / clicked on?

Suppose Googlers pay closer attention to more senior Googlers?

Suppose Android bugs are prioritized based on Nexus product feedback?

Suppose FaceNet is trained mostly on white people? link

http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_30118119/report-security-robot-at-stanford-shopping-mall-injures
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Type 3: latent bias.

Suppose google.com favors pages most linked to / clicked on?

Suppose Googlers pay closer attention to more senior Googlers?

Suppose Android bugs are prioritized based on Nexus product feedback?

Suppose FaceNet is trained mostly on white people?

Suppose Pokémon Go is seeded with crowdsourced Ingress landmarks?

link

http://www.bnd.com/news/nation-world/national/article89562297.html


Type 3: latent bias.

Bonus question: Tay.  Explicit, implicit or latent?
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Type 3: latent bias.

Bonus question: Tay.  Explicit, implicit or latent?

Latent bias in the training loop → a (crappy) AI with “explicit bias”.

Tay may be patient zero— one for the textbooks.

link

http://arxiv.org/abs/1511.03246


Type 3: latent bias.

In each case there is a latent variable… and Bayes’ Rule.



Type 3: latent bias.

In each case there is a latent variable… and Bayes’ Rule.

Huge effects, not deriving from either explicit or implicit bias on the part 

of the designers.  Gnarly.

But possibly our biggest levers.



Type 3: latent bias.

Pretty much any product using crowdsourcing, distribution estimation, 

clustering, ranking, collaborative filtering, sequence synthesis, or any 

other kind of MI needs to think through its latent variables.

Link: arxiv paper from 2013, Discrimination in Google Ad delivery.
Link: 2016 paper on latent bias in word embeddings.

http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1301/1301.6822.pdf
http://randomwalker.info/publications/language-bias.pdf


Conjecture

In the age of the knowledge graph, assistant, inference engine, and 

ultimately artificial general intelligence, latent bias in big systems 

will matter more than our individual explicit or implicit biases.



Conjecture

In the age of the knowledge graph, assistant, inference engine, and 

ultimately artificial general intelligence, latent bias in big systems 

will matter more than our individual explicit or implicit biases.

Proposal

Let’s develop practices and techniques for addressing latent bias in 

our products, and let’s do this in a way that’s publicly visible.



(End of main talk)
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Is Google sexist / racist / etc.?

No.  PageRank and friends do not embody sexist (etc.) beliefs or 

implicit biases on the part of the engineers who coded it.



Is Google sexist / racist / etc.?

No.  PageRank and friends do not embody sexist (etc.) beliefs or 

implicit biases on the part of the engineers who coded it.*

*Though can optimize for “iconicity”, which is a short step from stereotype.
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Yes.  The training data reflect systemic biases; so the system is biased.



Is Google sexist / racist / etc.?

Yes.  The training data reflect systemic biases; so the system is biased.*

*relative to what?— why we need deontology.  For physicists we can argue 
“what should be” based on iconicity (1%?), actual percent female today 
(20%), or an assumption of gender neutrality (~50%).

https://www.aps.org/programs/education/statistics/womenphysics.cfm


Is Google sexist / racist / etc.?

Yes.  The training data reflect systemic biases; so the system is biased.*

*relative to what?— why we need deontology.  For physicists we can argue 
“what should be” based on iconicity (1%?), actual percent female today 
(20%), or an assumption of gender neutrality (~50%).

Values statements are not always data justifiable.  Disabled can use Gmail?  
Links camera works for people wearing hijab?  We can look at numbers, 
but ultimately we may have to decide based on “what is Googley”.

https://www.aps.org/programs/education/statistics/womenphysics.cfm


So explicit values needed.  E.g., commit:

To science (objectivity, measurement, transparency)

To wellbeing (individual benefit, societal benefit, nonzero sum)

To equity (diversity, economic empowerment, sharing of gains)

To freedom (optionality, privacy, connectivity, data migration)

To progress (betterment of society over time, tech-enabled)



So explicit values needed.  E.g., commit:

To science (objectivity, measurement, transparency)

To wellbeing (individual benefit, societal benefit, nonzero sum)

To equity (diversity, economic empowerment, sharing of gains)

To freedom (optionality, privacy, connectivity, data migration)

To progress (betterment of society over time, tech-enabled)

Just a proposal.



Can we focus on making our values clear and on fixing 
systemic and measurable disconnects between our 
values and our effects on the world?



Work items and big questions

Deontology (deciding what Googley really means)

Research (what questions need asking)

Policy (changing our own rules, + legal and international)

Comms (how to talk about it, internally and externally)

Priorities (can’t do everything, and not all at once)

Process (how to scale thinking across products / launches)

Products (how to seed / inform new product thinking)



Example: solution sketch for Links

Fix face labeling policies; ground truth, train, and test for recognition of variables like race.

Do “unit tests” for face and body recognition, conditioned on variables like race.

Pick 2-3 sociological contexts (e.g. Muslim American users) and analyze longitudinally from 
end to end and over a period of time, including usability, latent biases and loops; guide 
product and model development accordingly (and don’t brush shortcomings under the rug).

By EOY 2016 draft and publish “statement of MI ethics”, with focus on smart devices.

At Links product launch Q1 2017, release longitudinals as “Wait But Why?” style, rigorous, 
data-rich posts, with humor and quotability.

Plan to knock out further longitudinals over time.

Figure out how to use Federated Learning (and volunteer collection) to allow Links data to 
supply bias-reducing training to models in wider use.

Check back in; use learnings as input for V2.


